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Figure 1: Given a pose and garment, our method leverages an FEM simulation of the garment (light blue) as it deforms over the body (a) and
optimizes the placement of a reinforced material (dark blue) by maximizing energy density for a given area budget. Our algorithm produces
a continuous range of designs with various amounts of reinforcement coverage (b,c), allowing designers to explore the trade-off between
instrumentation and performance. The selected design is then manufactured using a standard HTV (heat-transfer-vinyl) process. The above
design is a posture-correcting shirt that pulls back on the user when slouching forward.

Abstract
Kinesthetic garments provide physical feedback on body posture and motion through tailored distributions of reinforced
material. Their ability to selectively stiffen a garment’s response to specific motions makes them appealing for rehabilitation,
sports, robotics, and many other application fields. However, finding designs that distribute a given amount of reinforcement
material to maximally stiffen the response to specified motions is a challenging problem. In this work, we propose an
optimization-driven approach for automated design of reinforcement patterns for kinesthetic garments. Our main contribution
is to cast this design task as an on-body topology optimization problem. Our method allows designers to explore a continuous
range of designs corresponding to various amounts of reinforcement coverage. Our model captures both tight contact and
lift-off separation between cloth and body. We demonstrate our method on a variety of reinforcement design problems for
different body sites and motions. Optimal designs lead to a two- to threefold improvement in performance in terms of energy
density. A set of manufactured designs were consistently rated as providing more resistance than baselines in a comparative
user study.

CCS Concepts
• Applied computing → Computer-aided manufacturing; • Computing methodologies → Physical simulation;

1. Introduction

Kinesthetic feedback during body motion has wide-ranging ap-
plications in posture-correction, locomotion assistance [KLH*19;
LKQ*18], and enhanced immersion in mixed reality [GMM*19;
RMD*18]. In many recent works, wearable compliant interfaces
have emerged as the preferred means of transmitting forces to the
human body, owing to their lightweight and conforming proper-

ties. An important consideration in these interfaces is to provide
feedback or assistance for specific motions, while not overly instru-
menting the user. However, unlike their stiff and rigid counterparts,
wearable compliant interfaces behave in a non-linear and difficult
to predict manner, creating a challenging problem for designers.

The goal of this work is to facilitate the design of Kinesthetic
garments—lightweight and compliant apparel that, when deformed
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during body motion, deliver kinesthetic feedback to the user via
forces felt in the muscles. This is accomplished by reinforcing the
garment with stiffer material in order to resist specific motions. In
this task, designers must balance the conflicting goals of resisting
specific motions and retaining as much of the garment’s flexibility
as possible. We propose to combine these objectives into the task
of maximizing design efficiency: only the minimal amount of rein-
forcement material required to achieve a desired stiffening effect
should be used. Conversely, a given budget of material should be
distributed such as to maximally resist the specified motion.

The challenge of designing garments that consider body motion
is an emerging topic in computer graphics [LHZ*21; MTMP20]
and wearable robotics [OPC*17; SWW21]. A number of technical
challenges arise: both the cloth and the body behave in a complex
non-linear manner, and their coupling under tight contact is difficult
to model. In addition, the human body itself deforms significantly
under kinematic motion (i.e. muscle bulging). Optimizing for par-
ticular material budgets in an on-body and compliant setting has
yet to be considered. Thus, the task of designing garments that pro-
vide kinesthetic feedback under desired motions remains difficult
and time-consuming for non-expert designers.

Our idea is to cast this design task as an on-body topology op-
timization problem in which we seek to compute optimal layouts
for garment reinforcements. Based on this idea, we propose an au-
tomatic design algorithm that, given a material budget and specific
motion will maximize the energy needed to deform the garment,
and thus the mechanical work users generate during the motion and
the kinesthetic feedback they experience. As the desired material
budget may not be known a-priori, our method supports designers
by generating a range of distinct designs, enabling the exploration
of the trade-off between material budget and resulting performance.

As with most topology optimization methods, our approach re-
lies on finite element analysis during optimization. For this pur-
pose, we create a customized garment-on-body model of skin-tight
cloth that is elastically stretched over a body. This model allows
cloth to smoothly slide on the body, resulting in garments that fit
tightly to convex parts of the body. It also allows for lift-off sepa-
ration between cloth and body, and exhibits close-to-zero stiffness
under compression to emulate wrinkling.

We leverage our model and automatic design method to produce
a number of kinesthetic garment designs for different body sites and
motions. Optimal designs are 2 to 3 times more efficient (in terms
of energy density) than fully reinforced designs, and are character-
ized by complex branching structures that route around and across
the body to exploit pose-induced body deformations. Physical val-
idation tests in 2D show our simulation model is in agreement with
experimental results. We fabricated physical prototypes for the arm
and the knee using a simple but easy to deploy heat-transfer vinyl
(HTV) process. We found that users consistently rated our optimal
designs as more resistive when compared to baselines. Addition-
ally, we explored the performance of our method in more complex
use cases, such as back posture support.

2. Related Work

Design of Garments Designing garments with specific proper-
ties has been extensively investigated in graphics literature. Typi-
cal approaches consist of adjusting 2D pattern designs with regards
to optimization criteria [MPKZ18], or by directly controlling tex-
tile properties through knit and stitch patterns [LHZ*21]. Physics-
based pattern generation has been employed in multiple works, in-
cluding for friction and pressure distribution [MTMP20; WT10] in
skin-tight clothing, friction minimization [MTMP20], and for au-
tomatic pattern generation from high-level user input [BSK*16].
Wang et al. develop a method for creating woven 2d patterns of
elastic braces based on tunable springs that induce the desired nor-
mal pressure in the garment’s worn state [WT07]. Aesthetic criteria
are considered by Kwok et al. who use an evolutionary strategy to
generate a diverse set of garment designs [KZW*15]. An emergent
topic is designing garments that consider motion [LHZ*21]. These
so called 4D-garments can be designed to minimize pressure from
hard materials and sliding from soft-material by creating a multi-
material integrated knitting map. In our work, we extend the notion
of considering motion in computational garment design by provid-
ing kinesthetic feedback in response to particular motions. Sim-
ilar to Montes et al. [MTMP20], our work employs a physically
based model, however, allowing for additional degrees of freedom
in terms of cloth lift-off and leveraging a structural optimization
approach instead of 2d pattern optimization.

Structural Optimization The question of how to best distribute
a given amount of material such as to obtain optimal perfor-
mance is a central problem in engineering [BS13]. Topology Op-
timization (TO) has been employed in graphics to explore the in-
tersection of structural objectives with aesthetic guidance by the
user [MDLW15; STG16]. Recent work from Liu et al. [LHZ*18]
pushed the limits in terms of grid resolution, demonstrating that,
when given sufficient resolution, TO is able to recover structures
similar in complexity to those found in Nature. In an elastic ma-
terial setting, Skouras et al. leverage a material interpolation and
penalization approach (SIMP) to optimize the material distribution
of actuated characters in order to achieve a target deformation be-
haviour [STC*13]. Bruns et al. apply the SIMP method for elastic
structures undergoing large displacements [BT01], while Huang et
al. demonstrated that gradient-free, evolutionary strategies such as
BESO can also handle such cases [HX08]. Closer to our setting,
structural optimization is a common approach used in cast design.
Zhang and Kwok [ZK19] adapt SIMP into a two-manifold surface
and enable efficient personalized cast designs. Personalized casts
have also been optimized for thermal comfort [ZFD*17] using an
FEM in the loop strategy to selectively thicken material to increase
structural stability. Topology optimization on manifolds can also be
achieved by establishing a conformal map from 2D to 3D surfaces
and evolving the boundary using the level-set method [YGC*19].
While previous work has focused on topology optimization in 2D
or 3D settings, we explore an on-body TO approach for automated
synthesis of reinforcement structures embedded in complex-shaped
3D surfaces.

Augmenting Textiles Kinesthetic garments belong to a wider
class of textile-based compliant interfaces that are augmented
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Figure 2: System overview description using the example of the arm flexion as an input motion, and the arm sleeve region as the garment
to be reinforced. From left to right. Input: A designer imports a sequence of body poses and labels the rest pose (zero energy) and final
pose (optimization objective). The garments are defined on the surface of the body. Design Exploration: The on-body topology optimization
produces a sequence of optimal designs as a function of the reinforced area (budget). The background bars represent the area coverage of
reinforcements. Evaluate: Designer picks between two candidates and evaluates them in simulation over the full motion sequence. Fabricate:
the 3D on-body surface design of the reinforce regions is then flatted, cut and heat-transferred into the soft sleeve to produce the kinesthetic
garment.

with sensing and actuating systems [SWW21]. Passive and quasi-
passive systems have been developed to support locomotion
[DSM*20] and provide lifting support [PP19] using shape mem-
ory alloys. Ortiz et al. [OPC*17] take an optimization approach to
optimally combine and place passive elastic cords, clutches, and
dampers to reduce the force and power required by a person to
generate lower body motion. Fully active systems embedded onto
soft garments have been designed for flexion/extension of the el-
bow joint [MHX*18], grasping [MHX*18; HVSH18], and for loco-
motion assistance [KLH*19; LKQ*18]. In these works, load paths
and anchoring body sites need to be carefully considered for ef-
fective transmission of forces. Sensor placement on the lower body
was investigated by Gholami et al. [GRC*19], who use an evolu-
tionary method to find optimal placement of fabric sensors to re-
cover lower body kinematics. Whole-body sensing and vibrotactile
actuation was used in providing feedback on back posture infor-
mation [BYKS19]. While kinesthetic garments are purely passive,
they still allow for an information feedback loop that is specified
at design time. They also similarly depend on the same efficient
routing and anchoring to effectively transmit their forces.

3. Overview

Our computational pipeline supports designers throughout the com-
plex task of designing kinesthetic garments. See Fig. 2 for a visual
summary.

Input and Parametrization As high level input to our pipeline,
designers specify the motion they wish to provide feedback to as a
single rest and deformed state of the body.

In our tool, motions are specified based on the STAR/SMPL
parametric human body model [OBB20; LMR*15]. We use STAR
for its large space of body shapes and its ability to represent the ef-
fects of pose-induced deformations such as muscle bulging. Real-
istic motions can be sampled from the AMASS dataset [MGT*19]
or, alternatively, using existing methods that can recover user mo-
tion and personalized shape from RGBD sensors [YZG*18].

Next, designers select the dimensions and placement of the soft

garment onto which reinforcements will be placed (black sleeve
in Fig. 2). We parametrize the rest configuration of garments as
2D surfaces embedded on the body mesh, while during simulation,
the garment is free to lift-off from the surface. Reinforcements are
simulated on the garment mesh as a per-element material property:
each element of garment material is assigned one of two materials,
i.e., Cloth or Reinforced Cloth.

Reinforcement Optimization We first consider the performance
criteria a designer might employ, and therefore, the choice of objec-
tive function of our method. Since the overall goal is to resist a spe-
cific pose or motion, the work that the user puts in to reach that state
should be maximized. In other words, the more energy stored in the
reinforcements, the more energy the user has to spend getting into
the specified pose. Thus, the overall energy of the kinesthetic gar-
ment in the deformed pose is a useful metric for determining how
well it would resist the given motion. Comfort and weight is an-
other factor in the design. In general, more coverage by reinforce-
ment material can make the garment stiffer, possibly heavier, and
more difficult to put on. Thus, reducing the effective coverage of re-
inforcements is also a useful objective for a designer. Our automatic
design method combines these two objectives, by maximizing the
energy density of the garment reinforcements, while progressively
reducing the amount of garment covered by reinforcements.

Design Selection and Evaluation The output of our optimization
stage is a continuous sequence of garment reinforcement designs,
from none to full coverage, that designers can explore and analyze.
Each design is the result of an FEM simulation that is based on
a tailor built garment-on-body model, constrained to a particular
material budget. In the evaluation stage, designs can be compared
by simulating the mounted garment over the full motion sequence
(that includes in-between frames). This allows designers to under-
stand how the garment deforms, how the energy storage changes as
a function of time, and to make an informed selection.

Export and Fabrication In the last step of the process, one final
design is exported and fabricated using conventional multi-layer
fabric process. In this paper, we demonstrate it via the a standard
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heat-transfer vinyl (HTV) application process, adding as a rein-
forcement material a stiffer and stretchable thin film onto the full
stretchable garments (see blue lines on top of the black sleeve in
output garment of Fig 2). While developing the meshes (i.e. un-
rolling onto a flat surface) is currently a manual task, it could be
automated in a straightforward manner.

4. Garment-on-Body Model

In order to evaluate the performance of a given design for a spe-
cific motion, we must compute the deformations induced in the
reinforced garment by given body poses. To this end, we build
a computational model for kinesthetic garments that supports on-
body stretching and sliding, softens under compression, and allows
for lift-off separation. This model allows us to evaluate the perfor-
mance of a given design in terms of energy density, and this metric
can then be exploited by our automatic design method. In the fol-
lowing section, we describe each part of the model.

4.1. Body

As a key requirement, our computational model must ensure that
the garments do not penetrate into the body and that they are able to
smoothly slide over its surface. While the STAR/SMPL parametric
model is able to produce realistic body shapes, the corresponding
piece-wise linear surface meshes induce gradient discontinuities
for sliding motion that are problematic for continuous optimization
methods. For this reason, we convert the discrete surface meshes
from STAR/SMPL into a smooth representation based on implicit
moving least squares (IMLS) [ÖGG09]. The resulting smooth sur-
faces are implicitly defined as the zero level set of a signed distance
field

Φ(x) = ∑k nk · (x−vk)φk(x))
∑k φk(x)

, (1)

where vk and nk are vertex positions and normals of the body, re-
spectively, x is a garment vertex, and φ is a locally supported kernel
function,

φk(x) =

(
1−‖x−vk‖2

h2

)4

, (2)

that vanishes beyond the cut-off distance h. In practice, h is pre-
computed as a function of the local neighbourhood vertex distance
defined by each vk—we use twice the average edge length of its
one-ring. Based on this distance field, we formulate a penalty en-
ergy that attracts garment vertices inside the body to its surface,
where xi are the garment vertices:

Ebody(Φ) =

{
∑i Φ(xi)

2
Φ(xi)≤0

0 otherwise .
(3)

Note that the above expression is a uni-lateral penalty function,
i.e., it prevents the garment from penetrating into the body but al-
lows for lift-off separation as required. An example where this uni-
lateral formulation is essential can be in Fig 3, where taut material
over the inner elbow lifts off under tension during arm extension.

Figure 3: Starting from a neutral position (a) and moving to an ex-
tended position, we compare the behaviour between bi-lateral (b)
and our uni-lateral penalty contact model (c) that prevents inter-
sections between cloth and body while allowing lift-off. The total
energy of reinforced material in (b) is 30% higher than in (a).

4.2. Garment and Reinforcements

We model reinforced garments as bi-material distributions where
each triangle element e is assigned a specific material property. The
Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio of the garment material are set
to either cloth or reinforced cloth through the design variable de ∈
[0,1], resulting in a per element strain energy density.

The garments are discretized as a triangle mesh with sets of nodal
positions x = (x1, . . . ,xm) ∈ R3n and x̄ = (x̄1, . . . , x̄m) ∈ R3n for
deformed and undeformed poses, respectively.

To quantify the deformation for a given triangle, we compute
the deformation gradient FC that maps edge vectors ēi, j from the
undeformed triangle to their deformed counterparts ei, j, i.e.,

ei, j = FC ēi, j . (4)

We note that computing FC in this way is equivalent to a standard
finite element discretization with linear triangle elements.

Based on the per-triangle deformation gradient FC, we compute
the corresponding right Cauchy-Green tensor CC ,

FC =
∂x
∂x̄

and CC = FT
CFC . (5)

Since x ∈R3 and x̄ ∈R2, the deformation gradient FC is a 3×2-
matrix and CC is a 2× 2-matrix describing the deformation of the
element with respect to rest state coordinates.

Based on C, we define an elastic energy density based on the
classical compressible neo-Hookean model [BW08]:

W e
garment(C,de) =

µ
2
(IC−2)−µ logJ +

λ

2
(logJ)2 , (6)

where IC = tr(C) is the first invariant of the right Cauchy-Green
tensor that captures all deformations, and J = det(FC) is the rel-
ative area change. The material parameters λ and µ correspond to
Lame’s first parameter and shear modulus, which can be converted
to Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio.

In a setting of fully constraining the CST elements to a mani-
fold (i.e. mesh surface), this energy would result in garments that
resist compression, a property that cloth garments do not exhibit.
Prior work [MTMP20; STK*14] deals with this problem by defin-
ing a relaxed strain energy [Pip86] for compressive modes of the
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respective materials. Our formulation allows garments to lift off
the surface of the body (see 1) and thus produce wrinkles in areas
that experience compressive forces. However, without sufficiently
high mesh resolution and proper handling of self contacts, these
wrinkles tend to create spurious deformation patterns (see 4) that
can mislead the optimization method. We therefore adopt a mixed
approach that does not penalize compression but allows cloth to lift
off the body surface, e.g., in response to stretching over concave
regions (see Fig. 7).

Figure 4: Wrinkles that emerge in response to compression can
generate spurious deformation patterns and geometric artefacts
(a). With a relaxed energy formulation that does not penalize com-
pression (b), deformations are smooth and free from compression
artefacts.

Since the energy density is constant over each triangle element
as per its definition, we can integrate this quantity into a final per
element energy and sum over these to arrive at the final garment
energy:

Egarment(C,d) = ∑
e

teAeW e
garment(C,de) , (7)

where Ae is the per-triangle area in the undeformed configuration
and te is the per element thickness of the fabric.

4.3. Attachments and Contact

Kinesthetic garments typically have straps or elastics at their
boundaries that prevent excessive sliding. Therefore, we spec-
ify Dirichlet conditions at the attachment points that we enforce
through soft constraints. We allow the designer to specify areas of
the garment that would be attached to the body, for example, via
belts, velcro loops, or using sticky materials such as silicone. Typi-
cally, these might be placed at the boundaries of the garment.

Similar to de, for each triangle we specify whether it is attached
or not. To avoid creating overly stiff boundary elements, we use the
triangle center as the origin rather than its vertices. We formulate
this coupling potential as a zero-length spring:

Eattachments =
1
2

k(xc− xc
0)

T (xc− xc
0) , (8)

where k is the spring stiffness, and xc and xc
0 denote the deformed

and undeformed positions corresponding to the centers of attached
elements. We choose a relatively low value of k = 0.002 (compared
to the base fabric) to discourage designs that do rely on ‘pulling on
the boundary‘.

Attachments ensure contact between the garment and the body.
Contact between body and garment may create an additional stim-
ulus, but it is not required for leveraging strain energy for feedback.
While our formulation allows lift-off, some part of the garment is
always in contact with the body, either through a loop structure or
an attachment point.

4.4. Simulation

With the model and energies defined above, we perform a quasi-
static simulation by solving the following unconstrained optimiza-
tion problem:

x∗ = argmin
x

Ebody(v,x)+Egarment(x,d)+Eattachments(x) . (9)

To ensure that x∗ is in a state of equilibrium, the minimization
must ensure that derivative of the above system vanishes with re-
spect it’s degrees of freedom x in the deformed configuration:

f(x∗) =
∂Ebody

∂x
+

∂Egarment

∂x
+

∂Eattachments
∂x

= 0 . (10)

To solve this minimization problem, we use the L-BFGS [LN89]
optimizer provided by PyTorch [PGM*19] which affords us with
super-linear convergence, while also allowing us to simulate fairly
dense topologies. We consider simulations converged once their
gradient norm reaches 1e-7. The simulation is performed on a PC
running a quad core 3.6Ghz I9 CPU and an NVidia 2080TI GPU.
All calculations are done on the GPU.

4.4.1. Initialization

Since the garment is parametrized as a subdivided subset of the
body mesh, we can initialize the garment positions in rest and de-
formed states in a straightforward manner by simply copying the
position of the body vertices to the corresponding garment vertices.
This initialization is important for our local IMLS field to produce
meaningful gradients, as any garment vertices that are initialized
too far inside the body would have no energy to push them to the
surface.

5. On-Body Topology Optimization

In order to automatically generate energy-dense designs for a
given motion and garment, we look towards topology optimization
(TPO). The aim of such methods is to find an optimal material dis-
tribution within a prescribed domain under load, minimizing for a
particular cost function (i.e. compliance) and staying within a ma-
terial budget [BS13]. We surveyed two widely used TPO contin-
uous and discrete approaches. SIMP is a continuous method that
penalizes intermediate material densities with the power-law to en-
courage near-binary material distributions [Sig01]. BESO [HX07]
is a bi-directional evolutionary method that iteratively refines a bi-
nary material density {0,1} distribution towards a given material
budget. In penalization based approaches like SIMP, intermediate
results contain invalid non-binary material parameters and are thus
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not usable. Intermediate results in BESO on the other hand are valid
as they are always in the {0,1} set. Comparisons between SIMP
and BESO have been undertaken and show that they can produce
similar results [HX10], however, only BESO can create a contin-
uous space of optimal designs in one shot. The BESO algorithm
is a better fit for our design scenario, allowing a continuous and
coherent exploration of the design space of possible reinforcement
layouts.

5.1. Design Objective

As a basis of our algorithm, we use the multi-material version of
BESO proposed by [HX09]. In the standard setting, elements are
entirely added or removed from the domain, while in the multi-
material setting, removed elements are set to a weaker material.
These two approaches are known as hard-kill and soft-kill BESO
respectively [Gha15].

As noted in Section 3, our goal is to increase the energy density
of the garment while gradually decreasing the surface area instru-
mented with reinforced material. We define the following optimiza-
tion problem:

d∗ = argmax
d

Egarment(x∗,d)

s.t. ∑
e

Aede = A∗ , f(x∗) = 0
(11)

where A∗ is the prescribed area of the domain, and d is the de-
sign vector determining the material assignment which, for each
element, can take on the values de ∈ 0,1. Note that when de is 0,
its area does not count toward the target material area. In effect,
for a given target area A∗, we are looking for the optimal mate-
rial assignment d∗ that maximizes the energy of the garment in its
equilibrium state x∗.

5.2. Sensitivity to Objective

In the BESO method, the optimal topology d∗ is determined ac-
cording to a relative ranking of sensitivity numbers, where the sen-
sitivity of each element in the domain is evaluated w.r.t. to the ob-
jective function. The sensitivity number of linear materials has been
derived simply as the per-element strain energy Ee [HX07], that is,
the variation in the total strain energy is the same as the strain en-
ergy element if it were to be added or deleted. To take into account
our non-regular mesh topology, we modify this by dividing by the
element area. Thus, in our case, the per-element sensitivity α

e is
equal to the elemental strain energy density W e

garment.

In the multi-material setting, sensitivity numbers need to be
modified to take into account the elastic moduli of each material.
We follow a similar approach as Huang et al. [HX09], integrating
the concept of penalization and material interpolation from SIMP,
resulting in the following formulation for two materials:

α
e =


1
2

[
1− E2

E1

]
W e

garment material 1 (Reinforced Cloth)

1
2

dp−1
min (E1−E2)

dp
minE1+(1−dp

min)E2
W e

garment material 2 (Cloth) .

(12)

where E1 and E2 correspond to the Young’s modulus of rein-
forced cloth and cloth respectively, and dmin is the minimum value
for the design variable d. While in our case d is in the set [d ∈ 0,1],
setting dmin to 0 would simply switch the method to the hard-kill
version as the secondary material would have 0 sensitivity. The
power exponent p interpolates between the influence of the first
and second material. For all experiments, we set dmin = 0.001 and
p = 1.6.

5.3. Smoothing and Filtering

Performing topology optimization with constant strain elements
can result in the well known problem of checkerboarding, where
the sensitivity of elements can become discontinuous across bound-
aries. To overcome this problem, a filter is applied to both smooth
the sensitivity across elements, and to interpolate sensitivity num-
bers between the boundaries of multiple materials. The filter works
by transferring elemental sensitivities into their connected nodes:

α̃i =
∑e∈ε Ae

α
e

∑e∈ε Ae . (13)

where ε is the set of elements connected to node i, Ae and α
e

are the element area and sensitivity respectively. It is important to
note that nodal sensitivities carry no physical meaning, but can be
interpreted as nodal sensitivity density. We use simple averaging
α̃e = ∑

N
i∈e α̃i/N to redistribute sensitivity values back onto ele-

ments. The sensitivity numbers are further temporally smoothed
with their historical information:

α̃i =
1
2
(

˜αi,k + ˜αi,k−1
)
. (14)

where k corresponds to the current iteration of the algorithm.

5.4. BESO Procedure

With the elemental sensitivities α̃e in hand, we can apply the BESO
structural refinement procedure. First, The design vector d is initial-
ized with a fully dense structure resulting in a starting area A0. The
following steps are repeated until convergence:

1. Finite element analysis is performed bringing the garment mesh
into an equilibrium state x∗, resulting in sensitivity numbers α

e.
2. Apply spatial and temporal filtering to obtain α̃e

3. Rank sensitivity numbers α̃e of all elements in the domain, and
find the threshold αth such that the area of all elements with
higher sensitivities satisfies the current iteration’s target area Ai.

4. Update the design variable de for all elements with sensitivities
below αth to 0, and set all those above to 1

5. To stabilize the procedure , a ratio ARmax controls the upper limit
on elements that can be switched from 0 to 1.

6. Update the target area for the next iteration Ai+1 = Ai(1±ER),
where ER is the evolutionary ratio. If Ai ≡ A∗, then set ER to 0.

We consider the optimization converged when the target A∗ is
reached and the change in energy in Eq.11 is less than a predefined
threshold τ over N previous iterations. A detailed procedure of two
material BESO can be found in [HX09].
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Figure 5: Material stiffens and 2D model validation. a) Built pull-
tester. b) Samples of cloth and reinforced cloth used for Young’s
modulus to recover (0.5 MPa and 5.7 MPa, respectively). c) A sep-
arate set of samples was fabricated and tested against d) simulated
designs within an agreement of 10%.

6. Results

We conduct a three-part evaluation of the proposed computational
pipeline. We start by validating our simulation model against a set
of physical cloth samples in 2D. Next, we explore the capabilities
of our method in a simulated on-body setting, generating designs
for a diverse set of motion and garment pairs. We then fabricate and
physically test 2 of these designs in a blind comparative user study.

6.1. Material Parameters and 2D Validation

We first conducted an experimental characterization of the mate-
rial parameters of cloth and reinforced cloth. For this purpose, we
custom built a pull-testing apparatus (See fig. 5) and measured the
uni-axial forces resulting from a controlled in-plane displacement.
For each material, we fabricated a 10×14 cm of fabric and clamp it
at its two ends. This gives a 10×10 cm patch of active deformable
area. Tensile forces were measured on a Pesola spring-scale. Fabric
samples were taken directly from the arm sleeves used in the fab-
rication section. Based on force-displacement measurements, we
determined a Young’s modulus of 0.5 MPa for cloth 5.7 MPa for
reinforced cloth. The thicknesses of the base cloth was 0.27 mm
and 0.35 with reinforcements added. A Poisson’s ratio of 0.33 was
used based on prior work on elastic knitted fabrics [JYLX10].

Using the values derived above, we constructed an identical vir-
tual testing apparatus and perform simulation studies in 2D. We
compare the force output of two virtual samples against their phys-
ical counterparts, each with 40% area covered by reinforcements
(See Fig 5). Our results show that the simulated and physical be-
haviour are in agreement for this validation setup. For example, at
10% induced deformation in both samples, for a) the Line: we mea-
sured 5.5 N with the experiment and obtain 5.4 in simulation (2%
difference); while for b) the X design we measured 10.8 N against
the 9.9 N of simulations (8% difference).

6.2. Simulated On-body Designs

The goal of this study is to demonstrate both the diversity of de-
signs as well as their performance in terms of energy per unit area.
We begin by sampling the required poses and motions from the
AMASS dataset [MGT*19]. We use only the pose parameters and
zero out the β (shape) parameters. Four garments are designed us-
ing our tool to cover a variety of body sites (See Fig. 6). We set the
following BESO parameters for all experiments: ER = 1.5%, ARmax
= 1.5%, A∗ = 15%, except in the case of knee-flexion and slouch-
ing, where A∗ = 10%. As a primary measure, we use the objective

Figure 6: A range of garments designed with our tool. Pink areas
represent attached areas. All garments start in a fully reinforced
setting, which is represented with opaque blue color.

function defined in Eq. 11, that is, the energy density of just the
reinforced part of the garment. We normalize this value to the fully
dense design (equal to the first iteration of the algorithm) to allow
comparison of designs in terms of their relative energy density. All
designs are evaluated in simulation, and a subset of these designs
are fabricated and evaluated by users. Parameters and performance
for all experiments are listed in Table 1.

model vertices BESO
steps

time /
iter.

energy density
increase

Arm Flexion* 7.1k 150 10.65s 1.97x
Arm Extension 7.1k 180 10.88s 2.26x
Knee Flexion* 3.2k 180 10.47s 2.16x
Knee Extension 3.2k 150 10.24s 2.91x
Slouch* 28.3k 200 15.80s 2.15x
Crouch 9.5k 150 11.70s 2.32x
Lunge 9.5k 180 11.55s 3.02x

Table 1: Summary of parameters and performance for simulated
results. * Indicates designs that were fabricated.

Simple motions We begin by studying low degree-of-freedom
joints at the elbow and knee. Results for flexion of these joints is
shown in Fig 7 and 8. In the Arm Flexion case, we see a smooth
and monotonically increasing objective function, with a smoothly
decreasing area profile. When target area is reached, the designs
and objective function are stable. A number of designs can be sam-
pled from this space, depending on user needs.

In the Knee Flexion case, we intentionally specify a smaller area
budget (10%), resulting in the sub-optimal design shown in (e).
This is due to insufficient material to sustain the more energy dense
X design found in (d). In this case, our tool allows designers to sim-
ply revert to the more energy dense design with slightly more area
coverage. In both optimization routines, the energy density of de-
signs increases by over two times. In both designs, we observe the
formation of loops—key structural features that emerge when at-
tachments cannot be relied upon to hold the structure in place. One
difference between the two most optimal designs in (d), is the lack
of a loop directly over the joint. As the optimization is exploiting
muscle bulging, there is less of this effect on the knee than in the
arm.

Next, we look at designs for the same joints and garments in
the case of arm extension and knee hyper-extension. Results for
these motions are shown in Fig 10. Knee-Hyper extension, where
the knee joints becomes locked is not a desirable pose and can neg-
atively affect posture. In this case, our optimization discovers two
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Figure 7: Optimization of Arm Sleeve targeting Arm Flexion. Start-
ing with a fully dense design (a), the target area is reduced and
reinforcements are placed in such a way as to smoothly increase
the energy density of the garment. Many efficient designs can be
sampled from this space (b-e).

interesting features: for knee-hyper extension, a web-like structure
emerges with a loop on the front of the knee. In the arm extension
case, a two-sided loop wraps around to the back of the arm.

Complex Motions We evaluated our method on motions that in-
volve multiple joints in both the upper and lower body. For the
upper body, correcting bad posture induced by slouching is one
possible application of kinesthetic garments. Fig 9 shows the op-
timization result for counteracting such a motion. The optimized
design exhibits a harness-like topology with complex network of
branches that connect to the base. Multiple loops are present, ex-
tending over the arms, around the front of the shoulders, and under
the armpits. It is worth noting that the slight asymmetry observed
in this design is due to the person-specific slouching pose.

For the lower body, we show the effect that different motions can
have on a garment design. In this case, a potential application are
cycling shorts designed for resisting motions during exercise. The
resulting designs shown in Fig 11 are both appropriate and unique
to the motion under which they were optimized.

Wrinkling Thin sheet materials generally wrinkle at the onset of
compression. Resistance to compression is therefore orders of mag-
nitude weaker than for stretching. Our relaxed energy formulation
captures this behavior at the macro level for both garment and rein-

Figure 8: Optimization of Knee Sleeve targeting Knee Flexion. The
energy density increases up to a point (a-d), but falls off drastically
if too much material is trimmed. While the design in (e) is still more
energy dense than (a), there is not enough material budget to sus-
tain the more energy dense design in (d).

forcement materials without the need for modeling fine-scale wrin-
kles. Importantly, it tolerates compression in a given direction while
accurately capturing the more vital stretching in the transverse di-
rection—a combination that arises frequently in our physical sam-
ples. Figure 12 demonstrates a close match between our simulated
compression field and the wrinkles in the fabricated garment.

7. User Evaluation

In order to validate the effectiveness of automatically produced
designs, we select a subset of motions Arm Flexion and Knee Flex-
ion and fabricate one optimal design for each. These designs are
compared to 2 baselines: an X shape and a Line in a simple head-to-
head user study. Each baseline was designed to be exactly the same
area as the optimal design. We chose a line as it forms a geodesic
between attachment points, while the X forms a loop on the arm.

Fabrication We fabricated 3 designs for each joint, as shown in
Fig 14. Optimal designs are exported as meshes, developed onto a
flat surface, and processed in 2D to smooth edges. We maintain the
area and shape of each design throughout the process. As our ma-
terial, we used the Siser EasyWeed Stretch as it is one of few vinyls
that is stretchable and can recover its form after deformation. For
the stretchable garments for the arm and knee we used GripGrab
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Figure 9: Optimized posture correcting shirt viewed from the back
(a) and front (b). Area coverage is 10%. Note the smooth increase
in energy density (c) over the optimization process.

Figure 10: Knee and Arm Sleeves for Knee and Arm Extension.
Fully dense designs are shown in (a) and (c), 15% in (b) and (d).
Loops are present in both designs and a spider-like web is apparent
on the knee-design.

UV sleeves. Designs are cut with a Siluhette Cameo 4 Pro plotter
and applied with a Transmatic TMH 28 heat press for 16 seconds
at 160 C. Designs are weeded in reverse fashion (peeling off the
material to be applied), and all material is placed on the garment
simultaneously, allowing for more accurate seam placement. The
fabrication process is shown in Figure 13.

Procedure Five healthy adult subjects (M=27.6; SD=4.14;) were
recruited. Since we only fabricated one size of our designs, par-
ticipants were all male and similar in size to the template SMPL
mesh. All participants wore a blindfold so they could not identify

Figure 11: Optimized exercise cycling shorts for lunging (a) and
crouching (b). Area coverage is 15%.

Figure 12: Wrinkling in simulation (a), compared to wrinkling in
fabricated garment (b). Compression field is visualized from (blue)
no compression, to (purple) compression in the transverse direction
of strain.

which sample they were wearing. For each trial, two different de-
signs were mounted on each arm. The center of the garment designs
were carefully aligned to the center of the elbow (See fig 15. Par-
ticipants were then asked to rotate their elbow to between 45-60
degrees slowly, to get a sensation of how much the resistance each
garment on their arms produces. No time limit was set, and multiple
attempts were allowed. After this, participants gave their preference
for which garment produced more resistance to their motion. Each
comparison was repeated with the arms switched, so the effect of
arm strength could be balanced. The order in which garments was
worn was randomized. A total of 12 trials were completed for the
Arm Sleeve comparisons, and the procedure was repeated in iden-
tical fashion for the Knee Sleeve.

Results For Arm Flexion, participants ranked the optimal design
as providing more resistance in all but one case. The line design
was never selected once. It’s worth noting that both the X design
and the optimal design contain loops in the upper and lower part of
the arm, however, only the optimal design contains the loop in the
center of the elbow. This could be one reason for performing better
in this comparison.

For Knee Flexion, the X design was chosen over the optimal de-
sign in two out of ten comparison, and the Line design was selected
three times over the X. Participants noted several times that the
Knee Flexion comparison was more difficult to make. The less con-
sistent ranking for the knee example could be due to the compara-
tively strong leg muscles, which might reduce sensitivity to changes
in garment stiffness. One participant noted that he felt pressure on
the front of his leg with the optimal design.
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Figure 13: Garments reinforcement material (HTV) is cut (a) and
transfered onto the base garment using a heat press (b). The result-
ing garment has high compliance (c) and can be worn as a typical
sleeve (d).

Figure 14: Fabricated Garments for user study. Line, X, and Opti-
mal designs for elbow sleeves (a-c), and knee sleeves (d-e) respec-
tively.

8. Limitations

A limitation of our method is that it does not account for the
effect on nearby motions that should not be resisted. In particular,
garments that cover areas with high mobility (i.e. around the torso)
could impact freedom of movement. In these cases, the objective
function could be modified with additional terms penalizing energy
density in such nearby motions. To generalize the method further,
multiple possible motions can be taken into account where each
motion can be resisted or kept free.

A limitation of our model is the simplified attachment and con-
tact potential, in particular, it cannot account for stick-slip be-
haviour that occurs when the strain energy of the garment causes
the attachments to slip from their original mounting positions. At-
tachments must also be specified manually by the designer which is
appropriate only for pre-existing garment substrates (e.g. sleeves).
Automatic placement of attachments could be integrated into the
method via rope caging [KWP*16] to enable design of custom gar-
ments.

With regards to comfort, we assume that minimizing coverage
will reduce the overall impact on the garments’ original behavior.
While coverage is not a direct measure of comfort, even more so-
phisticated functions of comfort will often involve some degree of
coverage reduction [ZFD*17]. A quantitative measure of comfort
such as dense pressure can be integrated into the method to produce
comfort aware designs.

9. Conclusions and Future Work

Designing kinesthetic garments that provide force feedback to user-
defined motions is a challenging task. In this work, we presented a
topology optimization approach to this problem that automatically
generates optimal designs that maximally resist specified motions
for given reinforcement budgets. Through a sequence of simula-
tion examples, we show that our method generalizes well to a large
space of human motion, ranging from simple flexion and extension
examples for single joints to complex motions spanning multiple

Figure 15: User study setup and preferences for Arm Flexion and
Knee Flexion. The center of garments (represented with pink cross)
was aligned to the mid point of the elbow/knee. Users prefer the
BESO optimized design a 90% of the times in the arm (top) and
80% for the knee (bottom).

joints. The effectiveness of our designs as indicated by simulation
results were substantiated by a user study with physical prototypes,
showing a clear preference for our optimized design.

Although our method can generate a range of designs that users
can choose from, they may want additional controls to influence
the design of structures in desired directions, for example, to avoid
injured areas. Such user control can be implemented via painting
weight fields on the mesh, similar to [STG16].

While kinesthetic garments are passive in nature, the basic prin-
ciples of maximizing energy density while considering body de-
formation also apply in active systems, such as the ones found in
wearable robotic garments [SWW21]. Here our method provides
a foundation for future work in rapidly exploring and optimizing
for various use cases of active reinforcements that may have high
impact for the general population. sdf
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